PARTY FORM: LIDDELL BUILDING

PLEASE TAKE THIS FORM TO THE LIDDELL MANAGER TO BOOK A ROOM, THEN FORWARD THE FORM TO THE JUNIOR CENSOR VIA EMAIL:
junior.censor@chch.ox.ac.uk

If approved, the Junior Censor will return the form via email and copy in the Liddell Manager.

Forms must be submitted to the Junior Censor at least 48 hours in advance or by 12 noon on a Thursday for weekend events.

Parties may not be held without prior approval by the Junior Censor.

Note: the Junior Censor may ask to meet in person before approving party requests.

Name(s) and room no. ............................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................

Name of club (if applicable)...................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................

Date of Party .......... Time of Party ............... Number Attending ....

Room booking confirmed by Liddell Manager: Handel Davies Room........Or flat no........

Signature:.............................................................................................................................................. Date:............

Junior Censor’s Approval ........................................................................................................................................

JUNIOR MEMBERS’ PARTIES

Leave to hold a party (defined as any gathering of 8 or more people) in the Liddell Building in a flat or the Handel Davies Room must always be obtained beforehand from the Liddell Manager and the Junior Censor.

1) For safety reasons, the Liddell Manager will decide on the maximum number of people who can attend a party, whether in a Liddell flat or in the Handel Davies Room.
2) You are not permitted to lend your flat or the Handel Davies Room to persons outside Christ Church for the purpose of giving parties.
3) Parties may not normally be held outside Full Term or on Sundays after Hall.
4) Parties must conform to the College’s rules on noise, music, alcohol and illegal drugs (see the Blue Book for details). Live music is not permitted; other music must be kept at a level which is considerate of other members of College, and must in any case be turned off by 11.00 pm, or by midnight on Fridays and Saturdays.
5) Parties must be over by 11.00 p.m., except for those held on Fridays or Saturdays, which must be over by midnight. Parties will be considered to continue for as long as eight or more people remain together. It is the responsibility of the host(s) to ensure that parties finish on time and that any guests who are not members of the College are escorted out of the party. The Porters have instructions to close down parties (including in the Liddell Building) which are too large or unruly, or which continue after the proper time, and to report the host(s) to the Censors.
6) It is the responsibility of the party hosts to ensure rooms are tidied afterwards and to bag heavy rubbish, bottles, etc., and transport them to the rubbish bins. The cost of making good any damage which occurs as a result of parties will be charged to hosts.

Junior Censor
Direct Line: 01865 276156 email: junior.censor@chch.ox.ac.uk